
Life in the Labyrinth – Chapter 5, part 1 

 

  6:53 mollymidway: david says it would be helpful, piandjo » ty : ) 

  6:54 piandjo: ok 

  6:54 mollymidway: welcome to Life in the Labyrinth 

» with David Franco and Iven Lourie 

  6:54 simmontemplar: Hello Everyone !! glad to be back w/you 

» Molly, Harry ! 

  6:55 mollymidway: Chapter 5 - » Neural Network Projections 

» hey Simmon, hiya 

  6:56 simmontemplar: Hiiya' there !! Molly 

» In computer sound is great 

  maccage2: greeting all 

  mollymidway: hi bonnie? » welcome Maccage2 

  maccage2: yezs   » lol 

  auriah: Hi everyone! 

  mollymidway: hi auriah! 

  simmontemplar: Hi Au ! 

  auriah: Hi Si! » hi molly 

» hey did they change the monkry face? 

  hawklady: hello all 

  silverdale: Good evening One & All! 

  dosts: hi folks 



  smaragdigm: Hi : ) 

  susankester: hello 

  auriah: hello 

  simmontemplar: Hi Silver ! (Pl) 

  smaragdigm: Looks like! 

  maccage2: looks like a 1 page or two off 

  mollymidway: the monkey faces look like robo-monkeys now, but i think they work the same 

  silverdale: Do we still have the same access code - 291472#? 

  piandjo: yes,silver 

  silverdale: I'm having trouble with my cell phone getting on » telephonically 

  maccage2: because it takes more than the speed? 

  simmontemplar: I think that is why is said that, although in the present we are already in the 
past 

  mollymidway: i wonder if we have to disappear, and then reappear? at the speed of light things 
go still, and maybe blink out? 

  hawklady: is that why sometimes we feel we have already been there, done that, had that 
converstion? 

  Pro markroche: Hi everyOne, just got here  

  hawklady: Hi mark 

  piandjo: e.j.s thoughts on the brain and representational space are still current--the idea of 
internal maps 

  mollymidway: by the time we notice that anything is happening at all, it's over, and we're re-
scanning what we just did. which now we can't do » but can feel it » like new, or as deja vu? 

» hi mark 

  maccage2: a synapse is a structure that permits a neuron to pass an electrical or chemical 
signal to another cell 



  lost_horizon: Good evening 

  hawklady: yes deja vu 

  maccage2: HI LH 

  hawklady: hi LH 

  Pro markroche: so there is an internal transformation and distillation in the brain of the signals 
from the world 

  This chat server is restarting for maintainance. You should reconnect in a few seconds. 

  mollymidway: but can feel it  » like new, or as deja vu? 

  maccage2: a synapse is a structure that permits a neuron to pass an electrical or chemical 
signal to another cell 

  lost_horizon: wow, deja vu  

  Pro markroche: and then on top of that we add our imaginary and ultimately arbitrary 
'meaning'   And we're back. 

  Pro markroche: hence , all phenomena is illusion 

» we live in imaginary internal constructs based on definitional limited perceptions of the world 
which are further limited by our 'filters' 

  mollymidway: a reasonably complex analog simulation some-thing-or-other? 

  Pro markroche: lol 

  lost_horizon: I heard that our brain actually filters out 99% of impressions for our benefit 

  Pro markroche: does the headset come with a microphone? 

  lost_horizon: lol 

» so we don't even get an accurate picture of the sense world - an illusion twice removed 

  Pro markroche: at least twice 

  hawklady: yes, if we are lucky twice removed. 

  lost_horizon: I wish it came with a manual, Mark 



  Pro markroche: me too LH-lol 

  mollymidway: yes, twice removed and upside down and then back upright, a lot of lag time, 
whole worlds pass by in between 

  hawklady: You do LH, I lost it, sorry 

  simmontemplar: "head set" stands then for...our own projections 

  mollymidway: lol 

  And we're back. 

  simmontemplar: ? 

  lost_horizon: the manual? 

  simmontemplar: or ...self reflection 

  Pro markroche: i like that, Molly 

  auriah: simmons question 

  lost_horizon: that's what EJ's books are for.. perhaps we could have them included with future 
models... 

  lornaallan: Is this archived? 

  silverdale: Yes ... Simmon 

» We see the world in accordance with our heredity and personal experiences modified by 
cultural and societal modifiers ... 

  auriah: yes lorna 

» audio and chat log will be posted, and video on gorebagg 

  silverdale: This is the "headset that makes us an "involuntary slave" to our histoical 
personality ... 

  lornaallan: Where? 

  auriah: http://www.wingsofchaos.com/life-in-the-labyrinth/chapter-05/ 

  mollymidway: ty auriah 



  auriah: weekly chptr posts &comments 

» yw 

  simmontemplar: Great pointers Markroche !! 

» thank you 

  7:27 mollymidway: it happens while we watch movies, we change headsets, or when we read 
vivid novels, or after shocks of various kinds, will knock us out 

» of our usual headset 

  7:27 Pro markroche: thx Simmon 

  7:27 auriah: i agree molly! good pt 

  7:27 mollymidway: it readjusts asap of course 

» but it's fun while it lasts 

  7:28 smaragdigm:  

  7:29 silverdale: Transformation occurs when we voluntarily develop our essential self which is 
able to disarm the "headset" and enable us to see "multi-dimensionally" ... 

  7:29 Pro markroche: that reminds me of the beginning of Creation Story Verbatim book where 
it says that if one adopts the bertillon, whatever that is, characteristics 

  7:30 silverdale: Mark - you got cut off at characteristics ... 

  7:30 Pro markroche: of the being one wants to invoke, in that case the Lord, then the invoked 
being has no choice but to respond 

  7:31 maccage2: FYI right when David asked for question the system locked me out of the 
chat!?! "This chat server is restarting for maintainance. You should reconnect in a few seconds." 

  7:31 mollymidway: it happened here, too 

  7:31 silverdale: I went through that as well .. 

  7:31 dosts: us 2 



  7:32 Pro markroche: people do it naturally, the rapport, and recent science speaks of 'mirror 
neurons' which is that in close contact with others we literally start like, similar notes from diff 
instruments 

  7:32 hawklady: me too, i had to refresh and wait for a couple of minutes 

  7:32 Pro markroche: responding to each other in resoncance, we actually mirror the neurology 
of the other » *resonance 

  7:33 maccage2: that was awesome1 

  7:33 Pro markroche: thanks Silverdale 

  7:33 mollymidway: you know, mark, i think that's a plus for keeping humanity alive and well, 
in spite of it all. that resonance thing is good 

» it's a good recommendation for humans 

  7:34 maccage2: Know Yourself 

  7:34 Pro markroche: i agree Molly and i think like everything it is a 'neutral' factual process 

» and it all depends on what we do with it 

» @Maccage, so, the Cheshire Cat had the right advice all along 

  7:36 maccage2:  

  7:37 dosts: similar to yawning? 

  7:37 Pro markroche: it is musical, physics-ical resonance 

» there's a good book that adresses some of this stuff, called The Cerebellum by Masao Ito 
 

  7:39 simmontemplar: Silver ...in Boston ? 

  7:39 maccage2: what about eastern sciences . . . ie Chi, fung shui, etc. speak to effects of 
energy bodies 

  7:40 Pro markroche: in the electrical body, wow, that seems to open it up to lots more 
possibilities 

  7:40 hawklady: Yes Mark doesn't it; it's getting more interesting 



  7:40 maccage2: also, modern physics speaks to this through Reasonance 

  7:40 silverdale: Yes - Simmon - I'm here in Boston ... I couldn't get on the telephone because it 
wouldn't accept my access code ... 

  7:41 mollymidway: the effects of electrical bodies on other electrical bodies, not directly, but 
in the environmental soup of the overall electrical fields, seems like coincidences maybe between 
people, and events 

  7:41 maccage2: Induction theory/progress 

  7:41 Pro markroche: y Hawklady 

  7:41 silverdale: I like your comment Molly ... 

  7:41 mollymidway: ty silverdale 

  7:41 Pro markroche: me too Molly 

» it explains a lot 

  7:42 lornaallan: There has to be a system beyond the ordinary brain/mind 

  7:42 simmontemplar: break our patterns 

  7:43 maccage2: energy waves are easily felt by animals . . . 

  7:43 dosts: contact high? 

  7:43 maccage2:  

  7:43 Pro markroche: or, in one of Claudes blogs, or somewhere, he spoke of being lots on 
edge immediately before 9/11 happened 

» am assuming that was 'electrical' 

  7:45 mollymidway: it was a big shock, disrupted the time barriers? 

  7:45 auriah: sharon begley http://neuroanthropology.net/2009/03/15/thinking-to-change-your-
brain-sharon-begley-in-the-wsj/ 

  7:47 hawklady: paying attention to find that space 

  7:48 auriah: all the time 



  7:48 hawklady: sweet AU 

  7:48 auriah: i'm usually pointing it out, lol 

  7:49 Pro markroche: all the time, embarassing though it is--so much for our Sherlock Holmes 
skills-lol 

  7:50 auriah: yeah, true mark, I have some days recently that i'm more watson. lol depends on 
the people i'm with too, or the 'headset'.  

  7:51 Pro markroche: EJ did a Hapi hour this morning from 2:30 --6 and that somewhat 
unoccluded state seems wonderfully present 

  7:51 lornaallan: Once I notice a plant or a fungus beside a trail, I see more of them. They were 
there all the time. 

  7:51 maccage2: I find the ABD skills really help . . . dreamers stare, connecting to Essences 
rather than machines . . . peripherally I see much more 

  7:52 mollymidway: brain-being bypass 

  7:52 auriah: yes Macs, for sure the abd 

  7:52 Pro markroche: *seemed 

  7:54 auriah: i do that too lorna 

  7:55 lost_horizon: I like that one, Molly - a brain bypass 

  7:56 mollymidway: it's in the book, a brain being bypass, bypassing the brain and seeing 
through the being directly 

  7:57 hawklady: Harry, it was written exquisitely 

  7:57 piandjo: thx hawklady 

  7:58 silverdale: A thought provoking question Austin group - thanks ... 

  7:58 hawklady: yes, the ending was quite thought provoking » is 

  7:59 simmontemplar: I have done it and yes, I have after a little while found a different person 
(although the same) but a different picture out of my head set, which was the familiar perception 
of the person before the exercise 

  7:59 lornaallan: Direct vision - the whole field of view in focus? 



  8:00 muspelspark3: the "chronic" would be connected with maintaining "headset" I guess 

  8:00 silverdale: For sure - Muspel - 

  8:00 piph: you would see yourself or you would see nothing 

  8:00 hawklady: it's a loaded gun 

  8:00 mollymidway: y 

  8:01 Pro markroche: the question grammatically is equally valid for both interpretations 

  8:01 silverdale: We need to disarm the chronic in order to see clearly ... 

  8:01 lornaallan: What is happening when people look really dead? 

  8:01 maccage2: or would you see at all? 

  8:01 hawklady: good point silver 

  8:02 maccage2: ye old mirror . . . 

  8:03 piph: ya mac 

  8:03 silverdale: Thanks David and Ivan for guiding us along the Path this evening ... 

  8:03 dosts: BTW Folks....Kathleen Dreier has a interview that's airing right after this show. 

» it should be listed on her FB page 

  8:03 simmontemplar: Thanks for the rich contributions Harry 

  8:03 dosts: thanks all 

  8:03 hawklady: great class, thanks you all; can't wait for the next one. 

» Silver have a safe trip back 

  8:03 maccage2: I'd like to talk more about these mark points . . . in relationship to the skill of 
getting to these spaces again 

  8:03 susankester: Thank you for a great class 

  8:03 lost_horizon: Thank you, David & Iven 



» and all 

  8:03 maccage2: Thank you all! 

  8:04 Pro markroche: bottom of page 6 top of p 7 in The Lazy Man's Guid to Death and Dying 
seems to somewhat address this 

  8:04 piph: thanks all , was late.. where will KD's interview air? 

  8:04 silverdale: Dosts is Kathlenn on Justin or elsewhere ... what is teh ***? 

  8:04 dosts: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/marriahstar/2012/03/22/what-is-wisdom 

  8:04 mollymidway: Thanks all, ty dosts 

  8:04 simmontemplar: same for all the Crowd, Iven and David 

  8:04 piph: thanks Dosts! 

  8:04 Pro markroche: what would we be seeing question 

  8:04 dosts: she'll be talking about her spiritual path and work with EJ 

  8:04 muspelspark3: thank you all 

  8:04 Pro markroche: Thanks Iven David and All 

  8:04 piandjo: thank you everyone--hard to watch,take notes, talk, and read all at the same 
time! Great comments all. 

  8:04 auriah: Thank you David and Iven 

» hehe, i agree P, but pushes that attention level! 

  8:06 bardoman: Thanks David... 

» Thanks Iven... 

 


